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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Nice people. Not pushy at all. A lot of vehicles to choose from.. Excellent
experience. Highly recommend this dealer. Right after I contacted them they responded right
away. We set an appointment. I told them I was per approved. No hassle. Got the car that I went
there for. In and out in less then two hours. Excellant recieved email next day i was shock but
happy the saleman was a true honedt gentle who i hope to do business with soon. Never spoke
to anyone because i didnt return email or phone call. Very prompt responding to my inquiry. Joe
was excellent! This small dealership provided great communication and quick service. Love the
car. We had a great experience, no complaints. I purchased a car for my daughter after test
driving it, and they delivered it. They have me good service i ask a question they gave me
straight forward answers just the way I like to bad I couldn't get this beautiful car. Was
contacted by phone within an hour of my inquiry. Answered all of my questions and wanted to
know how he could further help me. Since I was out of area and knew nothing about Dove Auto,
he talked about the dealership and what their priorities were in serving customers. First rate
experience! Quick and easy purchase of car. Nice cars ,good prices and great dealing with sales
persons. Quick response time. Same day I emailed I received a call and a video of the truck.
Thanks to Isaiah. These guys are really honest up front and give you all the best prices when
you come in. Definitely would buy a car from these guys. Love them! I didn't get the truck I
wanted but they gave me a 5 year newer truck that has no rust and a near perfect body for the
same price thaks east coast auto. I wanna do my car buying with these people love the prices
from other places I have talked too very fair. I had questions about a listing but when I called
someone had already purchased it. Staff was very helpful and told me about another similar
vehicle that was available. Thanks ECAS. I was favorably impressed with the dealer and the
vehicle. After inspecting and driving the car, I bought it. My experience with the dealer and his
staff has been very good. Responded within 24 hours. Will give consideration for future
business. I decided to go with an SUV. Very helpful staff. Sherri went above and sending me
videos and answering all my questions. They give incentives and precentage matching
deduction to your principle balance for paying more on payment. Listing was accurate and
customer service was superb!!! Very friendly and understood what I was looking for. I
reccomend this place. We ultimately decided against visiting the dealership, but they were very
responsive to my outreach. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information.

Negotiable 97, mi. Image Not Available. Negotiable 18, mi. The interior is exquisitely tasteful
blending old and new features, such as the wood dashboard along with all of the modern
technology of a vehicle such as this. This car literally fits my 6 8 frame like a glove with ample
legroom and headroom. XK is the last of the big Jags. Owned two of them. Great cars. Sure
wish I didnt sell my last one! That is what I think about he XK! This is a fabulous car that I got
for my wife It is fun and sporty. We constantly get compliments on the "all-black" appearance
package. A one of a kind beauty. Very well put together. Quick up-down on top. Decent trunk
space for a convertible. Back-up camera. Heated and cooled seats. Heated steering wheel. Read
more. Why Use CarGurus? Please find my 3. New Personalised jaguar xj6 A perfect gift for
Birthdays for We invite customers to revisit our shop as we sell the following items. Weatherpro
fits jaguar xj6 long wheelbase x Only selling due to nowhere to keep it. I usually post
monday-friday and most of the time i aim to send on day of purchase. Beautiful jaguar xj6 3.
This jaguar xj6 needs to go to a new home. I costed me It is working. You can still use this daily
then this is perfect. See my feedback as all my items sold are authentic. I have pictured the best
way I can under natural light Tuningpros dsv compatible with I received this as a gift and it is
not something i will use. Some wear as can be seen on pictures, but still in good condition.
From a pet and smoke free home. Benet display for jaguar xj6 xjr x center. Jaguar xj6 xj
executive sovereign x uk. For sale is the jaguar xk8 in black. Fdb eccpp idle air control valve for.
Owner only selling due to terminal illness. Please message us straight away and explain that
you received your order damaged. Dustpro fits jaguar xj6 xjr x car. Stripping down my beautiful
jaguar for parts as head gasket is broken and don't won't to repair. Very good condition - a
collectors item. Excellent value at Jaguar xj6 haynes purchase and restoration guide hardback
like new. Proof of postage obtained so I will not be responsible for loss or damage in the post.
Really great gift My son got this as a gift - it's been in the cupboard since it's been opened and
checked. Thank you for looking please see my othe listings Payment via pay pal please No
returns. Half size car cover fits jaguar xj6 xjr x In selling my xj6 as i cannot afford to run two
cars and a motorbike. Refine your search jaguar xj jaguar xkr jaguar xj6 rover coupe jaguar xjr
rover car jaguar xj8 bmw jaguar xkr jaguar xj series 1 jaguar xj12 jaguar xj6 car jaguar xj6 x
jaguar xk coupe. Sort by most relevant Sort by highest price first Sort by lowest price first Sort
by newest results first Sort by oldest results first. All Used New. More pictures. Jaguar 3. See
complete description. Notify me before the end of the auction. Details: jaguar, world,
novemberr, injected, type, husband, issue, magazine, down, sizing. Details: jaguar, world, type,
husband, issue, magazine, down, sizing, space, magazines. I usually post monday-friday and
most of the time i aim to send on day of purchase Delivered anywhere in UK. Amazon See price.
Used, Jaguar XJ 3. Gumtree See price. Check out these interesting ads related to " jaguar xj6"
jaguar xkr supercharged jaguar xj6 parts jaguar convertible jaguar xj8 jaguar xj supercharged
jaguar xj6 series2 jaguar sovereign v12 mercedes sel jaguar s series jaguar xk supercharged
jaguar xjr jaguar xj8 jaguar xj 40 jaguar xjs Check out the price evolution of the jaguar xj6.
Details: jaguar, vanguards, coupe, model, cars, boxes, limited, edition, acrylic. Catawiki See
price. I received this as a gift and it is not something i will use Delivered anywhere in UK.
Details: jaguar, world, type, series, husband, issue, magazine, down, sizing, space. Details:
jaguar, alloy, wheel, tyre, scratches, paint, bubbling, alloys, deliver, extra. Delivered anywhere in
UK. Check out these interesting ads related to " jaguar xj6" jaguar xj coupe jaguar xj8 jaguar xj
sovereign jaguar xj6 sovereign jaguar xj6 x jaguar xk8. Please message us straight away and
explain that you received your order damaged Delivered anywhere in UK. Proof of postage
obtained so I will not be responsible for loss or damage in the post Delivered anywhere in UK.
Thank you for looking please see my othe listings Payment via pay pal please No returns
Delivered anywhere in UK. Don't miss an opportunity! Auction 8 Fixed price Amazon 10
Catawiki 1 eBay 7 Gumtree 1. Refine your search. Sort by. Sort by most relevant Sort by most
relevant. Sort by highest price first. Sort by lowest price first. Sort by newest results first. Sort
by oldest results first. All All. Your region. Ads on. Ad format. Publication month. Show results
Clear all filters. Add an alert. Refine by region. Add this alert. We will send you an email
notification. Cancel Notify me before the end of the auction. The ad has been successfully
added to your favourites. To find all your favourites, click here or in the link 'my account' in the
footer. The swap was completed using a kit from Jaguar Specialties. Their kits allow you to run
any or newer Chevy V8 into multiple Jaguar models. All kits are bolt in and require no drilling or
welding. This is nice feature in case you ever want to return your Jag to factory specs. The kits
fit these Jag models. I require some insight and would hugely appreciate your kind response.
Their kits appear to be universal and work with all Chevy V8 engines. Besides wiring issues I
have had engine overheating issuesâ€¦I currently took the heads off, had them shaved they
were warped. We also wired the fans to run whenever the ignition key is on. If I still have issues
after this I am selling the car! I believe so. As an electrician I prefer to Simplify. Hi Neal. Thanks

for updating us on Jaguar Specialties. I am sorry. We Engine Swap Depot do not make or sell
any swap kits. Jaguar mechanicals were never the cause of reliability issues. Jaguar problems
were always related to an over complicated approach to electrical components and related
wiring. Getting those bit sorted out, was always the Jaguar nightmare. Most old Jaguars are
sitting about, due to electronics failures, not mechanical failures. Making a Jaguar into a
Caprice Classic, does not solve its, electronic issues. What about the overly complicated HVAC
system? Or the unreliable dash components? How does a Chevy V8 resolve these problems? I
would simplify the HVAC, the gauges, and approach to control switches, by installing an
aftermarket, American steering column and components. I would update the alternator, starter,
and AC compressor, and install a later cooling fan approach. A good mechanical distributor
would round out the bits. That should get one to a reliable Jaguar, retaining its 4. Of course the
other approach would be to fit a late model 4cyl turbo charged engine into the XJ, it would
lighten up the 4k lb vehicle considerably, and provide more power than the original lb, 4.
Consider the Ford 2. If money is an object however, there are more less costly ways to build
that dream carâ€¦. Especially if one is relying upon someone else to make the conversion. There
are many attractive Jaguars sitting only because of electrical issues. XK8 is often mentioned as
a future classic. Your email address will not be published. Send new articles to your email
inbox. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn
how your comment data is processed. Brain February 3, at pm. Where did you get the jaguar
valve covers Reply. I would suggest contacting Jaguar Specialties for more details. Alex April 7,
at pm. Looking to do the conversion, Reply. Al Breland June 16, at am. Is this, or another, chevy
powered xk8 for sale? Joseph L Castro January 9, at pm. Thanks Reply. Al Breland August 26,
at am. James Dodson Jaye November 24, at am. Did you use Jaguar specialties kit? Thanks
Freddy for catching that mistake. Article is corrected. Henry Morrow May 18, at am. Do you have
to use the gm trans with the swap kits Reply. Neal November 26, at pm. TJ Hessmon January 26,
at am. Especially if one is relying upon someone else to make the conversion Reply. Jim
February 19, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. This
was a local one owner, 97k original miles car with a skipped timing chain that trashed the
engine. Bad for them, good for us. The XK8 and XJ8 use basically the same original drivetrain,
so we anticipated that much previous knowledge from our XJ8 conversion could be applied.
There is virtually no weight difference between the original Jag drivetrain and the LS1 package,
but the extra power and torque makes for a great performer. Everything fits under the hood, all
of the gauges work properly, the original Jag shifter worked perfectly with the new GM
transmission, the AC is cold, and even the speed sensitive steering operates as it should. Just
like our earlier conversion on the XJ8, this installation is designed to keep overall costs low by
using:. The conversion is basically a bolt-in: there is no drilling, cutting, or welding required on
the car. The manual transmission option includes specially engineered clutch and brake pedals,
designed specifically for this application. These are provided ready to be dropped into the car
with no modifications. For more info - Click Here. Attached are a few pictures of the XK8
prototype. Another flavor of the fabulous XK8 is the coupe version- very rare. Read more on that
- Click Here. The XJ6 sedan was the last Jaguar designed by company founder William Lyons,
and it was so good that while other sedans bit the dust, the car would stay in production for
more than two decades. Introduced in late , it combined refinement, luxury, mph performance,
and superb handling. The signature 4. The cars featured leather seats, walnut fascia, and
sufficient gauges for a small plane. An estimated , XJ6s were sold in 18 years. Compounding
problems, the Series I XJ12 which followedâ€”23, were sold from â€”91â€”used the 5. Air
conditioning was standard, but no manual gearbox was offered. A two-door coupe was
introduced in , but door seals leaked, the body flexed, and it is rare today production amounted
to XJ6s, XJ12s. Pininfarina raised the roof of the rear and smoothed out the rear fender line.
Quality control finally improved for , when the excellent HE V was introduced; before that it
bordered on sabotage. Enthusiasts gravitate to the six-cylinder cars because they are easier to
work onâ€”and you will be working on them, so plan on it. The V is more difficult to maintain,
and overheating issues were exacerbated by catalytic converters raising under-hood
temperatures to crematorium levels. Rubber fuel hoses in the V never stood a chance. Ray
Nierlich is a lifetime Jaguar expert, and has been Dr. Jaguar in Newport Beach for 25 years. A
machinist who makes special tools when necessary, he views Jaguars with the exasperation
associated with a beloved child with a sugar addiction. Nierlich says the Achilles heel of all
years is head gasket sealing. Blame an overly complicated cooling system, questionable head
gasket material, and immersing poor head studs in coolant. The block deck was also weakened
with each series. All are R12 and must be converted to R, unless you want to buy expensive
Freon. No left-hand-drive four-speed cars were sold in the U. Early cars had a tough but leaky
Model 12 iron case Cruise-O-Matic, while the â€”79 Model 65 was a flimsy alloy box from a Ford

Maverick. The â€”87 Model 66 is slightly better, but all are only three-speeds. Electrics illustrate
all the Lucas jokes, Nierlich says. Series I cars are merely antiquated, but S2 switches routinely
fall apart and electronic ignitions fail. Plastic starter relays self-combust and pressurized fuel
lines can spray fuel onto ignition parts on start-up. The â€”78 XJ6s featured sticking Stromberg
auto chokes, which
suzuki samurai transfer case rebuild
ecoboost f 150 reliability
2001 c230
melted catalytic converters. Inertia safety switches stranded owners. At the bottom of the
barrel are the early S3 cars in â€” Things brightened up in , but then in â€”85 Jag forgot to
machine the rear main journal correctly and the engine spun the rear main bearing around 60,
milesâ€”with no warning. Beginning in the s, frustrated owners started fitting Chevrolet V-8s
into the worst XJ6 sedans, although they are a poor substitute. The wiring harness must be
modified, sending units swapped to make gauges work, and legal smog gear fitted in California.
Plus V-8s vibrate worse than straight-sixes, and nobody trusts a mongrel. A glimmer of hope
presents itself in the case of low-mileage, immaculate examples. Car Profiles. Paul Duchene.
Your weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for
signing up. Sign up. More on this topic. Valuation King of the bulls, the Miura is the most
collectible Lamborghini for good reason Andrew Newton. Share Leave comment.

